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Date( Time( Location( Action/Event(









9G18G15( 8:00am( Skyroom( LRCP(3.0(CEQA(KickGoff(Meeting(
9G21G15( 1:30pm( 525(GG( Tour(of(San(Francisco(Public(Utilities(Commission(building((





9G24G15( 10:00am( Davis,(CA( Tour(of(UC(Davis(Law(School((
9G25G15( ( ( Due(date(–(locations(for(all(Tier(One(functions(including(
classrooms(but(also(prioritizing(clinical(programs,(faculty(
offices(and(coGcurricular(programs.(
















( ( ( (
10G9G15( ( ( Due(date(–(functional(requirements(for(Tier(Two(
administrative(functions((e.g.,(staffing(levels,(mix(of(
offices/cubicles,(meeting(room(and(copiers,(etc.).(
10G9G15( 4:00pm( CFO’s(Office( Regular(meeting.(




































11G6G15( 10:00am( ARC( Meeting(of(Full(LRCP(3.0(Committee(
11G9G15( ( ( UC(Hastings(returns(programming(document(to(MKThink(
with(changes(and(revisions(for(finalization.(
11G9G15( 4:00pm( CFO’s(Office( Regular(meeting.(
11G13G15( ( ( MKThink(transmits(programming(package(to(master(
architect.(
12G9G15( 10:00am( ARC( Full(Meeting(of(LRCP(3.0(Committee(
(
( (





































8(|(P a g e (
(
• Emphasize(linking(indoor(and(outdoor(space(contiguous(to(the(2nd(floor(dining(commons.(
• Develop(interior(paths(of(travel(between(the(200(McAllister,(333(Golden(Gate(and(Parking(
Garage(to(activate(space(currently(underutilized(and(improve(occupant(flow(between(
structures.(
• Provide(space(configurations(suitable(for(conference(functionality(that(when(not(in(use(for(
events(sponsored(by(UC(Hastings(can(be(made(available(for(compatible(nonGcollege(uses.(
• Create(a(wellness(center,(include(outdoor(areas(for(exercise(and(relaxation.(
• Create(space(to(serve(as(the(“heart(of(the(campus”(with(student(study(and(social(functionality,(
lounges,(coffee(stand(and(other(community(building(functionality.(
• Open(use,(nonGrestricted(rooftop(space(on(both(333(Golden(Gate(and(200(McAllister(with(
greenery(and(open(space(suitable(for(community(building(events(and(uses(to(replace(
functionality(to(be(lost(with(redevelopment(of(the(Beach.(
• Limited(use,(rooftop(reception(center(with(indoor(and(outdoor(functionality(suitable(for(
receptions,(alumni(events(and(donor(cultivation(that(fully(incorporates(views(of(City(Hall,(Civic(
Center(and(other(scenic(vista.(
• Upon(redevelopment(of(198(McAllister(into(a(student(housing(facility,(underground(connectivity(
between(Kane(Hall(and(new(building(at(198(McAllister(
(
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